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This publication, the Subsystem Evaluation Report of InfoSafe Corporation's X-LOCK 50 Version
2.0, is issued by the National Computer Security Center under the authority of and in accordance
with DoD Directive 5215.1, "Computer Security Evaluation Center." This report documents the
results of an evaluation of InfoSafe's product X-LOCK 50 Version 2.0. The requirements stated
in this report are taken from DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE TRUSTED COMPUTER SYSTEM
EVALUATION CRITERIA dated Decembei 1985.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

X-LOCK 50 Vtrsion 2.0, h-as been evaluated by the National Computer Security Center (NCSC).
X-LOCK 50 is considered to be a security subsystem rather than a complete trusted computer
system. Therefore it was evaluated against a relevant subset of the requirements from the
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE TRUSTED COMPUTER SYSTEM EVALUATION CRITERIA
(Criteria), dated December 1985. The features included in this evaluation were Id ,,ification and
Authentication (I&A), a limited form of Discreionary Access Control (DAC), and a limiteu !o,,.-
of Object Reuse (OR).

The NCS. evaluation team has determined that X-LOCK 50, when configured as tested, is capable
of applying these security features on an IBM PC/XT or PC/AT. I I&A is maintained on the protected
computer by requiring t at users enter a valid user identification (ID) and password prior to gaining
access to the system. The discretionary access control is implemented on a limited scale by allowing
or denying an individual user access to the system or hard disk. Privileges assigned to users are
determined by the superuser, (the system security administrator) when user accounts are being
established. Object reuse, which is implemented at the user's discretion, only writes over specified
files and does not take into consideration other locations (e.g., memory buffers) which could contain
residual data. Object reuse implemented in this manner does not meet the DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE TRUSTED COMPUTER SYSTEM EVALUATION CRITERIA.

Encryption forms a significant p:.rt of the security of this system and the evaluation did verify that
encryption took place. However, the method and effectiveness of the encryption was not evaluated.
Encryption on the X-LOCK 50 set by the superuser, can either encrypt all files automatically or
encrypt only files indicated by the individual user. If all files are automatically encrypted using the
system master key, any user can still opt to have a file encrypted on a key different than the rest of
the system. There is also an external cover lock which provides some security for the system's
intera1 components.

These security mechanisms can be maintained only if the X-LOCK 50's hardware remains protected
from physical tampering. If encryption is not used information can be taken from the hard disk
after removal of the XLOCK 50 card or by directly addressing the hard drive from the floppy drive
using a disk driver program.

Subsystems are not capable of protecting information with such assurance that classified information
may be maintained on a system protected only by subsystems. Neither may subsystems be used to

1 IBM PC/AT and PC/XT are registered trademarks of the IBM Corporation.
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uprade the protection offered by other complete security systems tr the ,l',e p:pn, of adding
the ability to store or process classified material. Subsystems may be added on to other protection
devices to add another layer of security but in no way may be used as justification for processing
classified material.

September 12, 1988 vill
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INTRODUCTION

Background

On January 2, 1981, the Director of the National Security Agency was assigned the responsibilty
for increasing the use of trusted computer security products within the Department of Defense. As
a result, the DoD Computer Security Center was established at the National Security Agency. Its
official charter is contained in DoD Directive 5215.1. In September 1984, National Security
Decision Directive 145 (NSDD 145) expanded these responsibilities to include all federal
government agencies. As a result, the Center became known as the National Computer Security
Center (NCSC) in August 9;5.

The primary goal of the NCSC is to encourage the widespread availability of trusted computer
systems; that is, systems that employ sufficient hardware and software integrity measures for use
in the simultaneous processing of a range of sensitive or classified information. Such
encouragement is brought about by evaluating the technical protection capabilities of industry and
government-developed systems, advising system developers and managers of their systems'
suitability for use in processing sensitive information, and assisting in the incorporation of computer
security requirements in the systems acquisition process.

The NCSC Computer Security Subsystem Evaluation Program

While the NCSC devotes much of its resources to encouraging the production and use of large-scale,
multi-purpose trusted computer systems, there is a recognized need for guidance on, and evaluation
of, computer security products that do not meet all of the feature, architecture, or assurance
requirements of any one security class or level of the Criteria. The NCSC has, therefore, established
a Computer Security Subsystem Evaluation Program.

The goal of the NCSC's Computzr Security Subsystem Evaluation Program is to provide computer
installation managers with information on subsystems that would be helpful in providing immediate
computer secarity improvements to existing ii.stallations. XLock 50 is not capable of protecting
information with such assurance that classified information may be maintained on a system
protected only by XL"ck 50. Neither may XLock 50 be used to upgrade the protection offered by
othe" complete security systems for the sole purpose of adding the ability to store or process
classified material. XLock 50 may he added on to other protection devices to add another layer of
security but in no way may be used as justification for processing classified material.

Subsystems considered in the program are special-purpose products that can be added to existing
computer systems to increase security and implement a security feature from the TCSEC, as well
as have th- potential of meeting *I- -,Is of both civilian and government depnxtments and agencies.
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For the most part, the scope of a computer security subsystem evaluation is limited to consideration
of the subsystem and the attached system, and does not address or attempt to rate the overall security
of the processing environment. To promote consistency in evaluations an assessment is made of a
subsystem's security-relevant performance in light of applicable standards and features outlined in
the Criteria. Additionally, the evaluation team reviews the vendor's claims and documentation for
obvious flaws which would violate the product's security features, and verifies, through functional
testing, that the product performs as advertised. Upon completion, a summary of the evaluation
report will be placed on the Evaluated Products List.

The report will not assign a specific rating to the product, but will provide an assessment of the
product's effectiveness and usefulness in increasing computer security.

September 12, 1988 -2-
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Evaluation of Functionality

Identification and Authentication t I&A

Before giving access to a computer system. -ILOCK 50 prompts each user for a valid 11) and a
correspondng password. As delivered there is no minimum ID or password length, h(,wever. a
supeniser can specify a minim urm length. ID's and passwords have a maximum !cgth of sixteen

characters. t ser ID's and passwords are a lpharu;m eric with no distinction between upper and lower
case letters. Initially, the superuser assigns each user a unique ID and password. Subsequently,
the users can select their ow"n passwords. The superuser has the ability to force any or all users to
change their passwords by "expiring" them. In this case the superuser does not see the actual
passwords. fie can also choose to change any user's password in which case he will obviously see
and know the new password. X-I OCK 50) supports a maximum of 130 users.

User tD'\. passwords and account information are encrypted and stored on the N-LOCK 50 plug-in
card inside the computer's case. This information can also be stored in a backup file on the hard
disk or on a system administrator disketie, which shoudd be mantained and protected by the
,supen,,ser The supeniser ns t-ehis diete to estabish and change user iD's, passwords and account
information. When a user enters his own password at logon, it is transformed, encrypted and
compared to the encrypted form stored in the memor, chip. During the I&A process, the X-LOCK
50 identifies to itself the primary super user, other supeniscrs and general users. The X-LOCK 50
logon procedure waits uniil the I) and password are both entered before any action is taken. Both
data points must be valid and both must be related before access to the system is granted. Only
superusers are authorized to create or delete user accounts or set/rese: superuser status.

Additionally, the X -LOCK 50 has a systern-lock penalty to inhibit the guessing of passwords. After
the maximum number of unsuccessful attempts to enter a correct ID/password combination,
X-ILOCK 50 locks the system so that a cold boot is necessary to return to the regular logon procedure.
The maximum number of allowkable unsuccessful logons before lock-out is a figure that is set by
the superuser (between 1 -30) attempts).

Discretionary Access Control ( DAC )

The X-I)CK 50 system provides discretionary access control to govern access to the hard disk
and/or to the PC system itself. Also floppy drive boot capability can be allowed or denied to all
general users. The superuser can define time periods during which ". general user may log in to the
system. When the user has successfully logged onto the system, he has access to all th,. standard
system cplls, in other words, complete control. However, X-LOCK 50 allows users to encrypt and
hide their files from other users. Files hidden in this manner are not visible to the user using standard

September 12, 1999 -4-
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system calls. The DAC mechanisms used by N-LOCK So meet the (7I ievei requirments of the
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE TRUSTFD COMPUTER SYSTNI,. [.A1 .TIOV CRITERIA

The -ILOCK 5o card has a non-volatile RAM memory chip on board with which it stores tables
of access control information. Thi, infct\11vation can be backed up onto hard disk or ioppv disk tFor
ease of administration (the backup file will be encrypted before creation). The t ser Account table
contains the user ID's, passwords, user type and status of passwords. Also, this table stores a flag
indicating whether or not the user floppy disk will always be encrypted. For general users this
memory space is also used to keep the account access schedule (information about the times ,rid
days users have access to the system) and status of the hard disk and system access. FinaIl., a iast
table which is maintained in memory during the session of each user. contains the floppy encryption
mode for that particular user and the user key.

X-LOCK 50 provides the general user with utility programs to perform the following functions:
check account status, do password management, check security policy status, and
encrypt/lock/decrypt individual files. The superuser can set a flag that causes the floppy disk to
alway_- be encrypted. If this flag is not set, the user has the choice to encrypt or decrypt any of his
floppy dis N kms. The user .s llowed to use either the master sown key foi cncn'pion and

decryption. The use of the "master floppy key" is a way of allowing group access to all users of the
computer.

A superuser has the ability to create or delete accounts, set/change passwords, set/reset superuser
status, define some security policies and perform system maintenance. Additionally he can set/reset
the floppy drive auto-encryption mode for individual users. The primary superuser password and
the status of the primary superuser cannot be changed by any superuser. The primary superuser has
access to run the hard disk encryption program and change the hard and floppy disk master
encryption keys. These functions are privileged primary superuser options.

Access control policies, system access, and account maintenance are defined and executed by the
superuser through the XUTIL50 program provided by X-LOCK 50. The XUTIL50 is a menu
driven program that allows the supe, user to edit user accounts, define the security policies, perform
system maintenance and set the floppy encryption mode (depending on each type of user).

Object Reuse

X-LOCK 50 attemp:s to implement object reuse by means of a program called SCRUB. This
program does object reuse in the sense that it overwrites the file, provided as a parameter to the
program, with a bit pattern and deletes the pointer from the directory table. This program is user
discretionary because X-LOCK 50 does not automatically enforce use of SCRUB. The user can
still use the delete or erase file commands provided by the PC's operating system, although these
don't provide object reuse.

-5- September 12, 1988
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A feat: e in the hard disk encryption program that encrypts the hard disk with SCRUb before data
write, provides another protection against data scavenging. That is, each time a user opens an

existing file to write into it, X-LOCK 50 will 'scrub' the hard disk space used by the old file version
and then wx ill encrypt and write the new file version, even if only ,hanges were made to the old file.
For application programs (e.g., editors and word processors) where backup files are created,
X-LOCK 50 will not operate over those backup files. Even if the applicl:ion program deletes the
backup file, the data will still be in the disk space used by the backup file and can be reached using
any disk search utility.

X-LOCK 50 does not modify the user's data woik space after he logs off. Residual information in
the transitive memory such as RAM and cache is not changed between user sessions. This lack of
object reuse causes the N-I OCK 50 to fail the object reuse requirement of the DEPARTME/,T OF
DEFENSE TRUSTED COMPI TER SYSTEM EVALUATION CRITERIA.

Evaluation of Documentation

All technical information relating to the X-I OCK 50 PC security system was obtained either through
discussion with its designers, by review of the product documentation, or by testing. The X-LOCK
50 documentation package consists of one document, the X-LOCK 50 Operations Manual
(copyright 1987). This 72 page document is intended for use by all X-LOCK 50 users. Described
below, it contains a complete and detailed look at all the security features of X-LOCK 50. The
documentation was found to be complete and accurate, it assumes that the superuser has reviewed
the PC's "Guide to Operations" and the "Disk Operating System User's Guide" before attempting
to use X-LOCK 50.

X-LOCK 50 Operations Manual

Chapter 1: Overview of X-LOCK 50

This chapter provides a general overview of tlte product. It briefly explains what X-LOCK 50 is,
what it does, who can use it, and why security is important in today's computer-dependent society.

Chapter 2: Installation

This chapter provides .,tep-bv-stcp installation procedures for the X-LOCK 50 hardware and
software.

September 12, 1988 -6-
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Chapter 3: The Super User

Chapter 3 defines the responsibilities of a superuser. It explains the importnce of thc X I.( )K 5()
security options and gives examples of how the options can he used in different C!vIrn-cT1 III. I:
also describes the issues and options associated with establishing and niantainine us r a11 ,u'..

Chapter 4: General Users

This chapter explains the capabilities and limitations of general users. IncluddC are ep:I \ (W
changing passwords, encrypting/decrypting files and floppy disks, and exarw nine .cc ,unt
information.

Chapter 5: The XUTIL50 Program

Chapter 5 provides a detailed description of the XUTII,50 program, and explanatio, ns () the
execution of its various functions. XUTIL50 includes the following functions:

a Edit user accounts

b. Define security policy

c. Perform system maintenance

d. Set floppy encryption mode

Chapter 6: The HDCRYPT Program

Chapter 6 provides a detailed description of the HDCRYPT program which is used to actIiatC or
deactivate system-level hard disk encryption. This chapter covers encrypting and dccryptinez the
hard disk(s), and the various test and recovery features of the program.

Chapter 7: The XFILE50 Program

Discussed in this chapter is the XFILE50 program and how to encrypt or decrypt individual Iilc.

-7- September 12. l )X
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Chapter 8: X-LOCK 50 Utility Programs

This chapter discusses several utility programs provided with the X-LOCK 50. These programs
'ire:

SCRUB: implements object reuse. SCRUB first fills the chosen file with a .;eries of
patterns and then deletes the file.

1XOGOFF: provides a means by which a user may log in to another account without
rebooting his machine.

SETTIME: updates the DOS date and time to reflect the value in the X-LOCK 50
protected clock/calendar.

READTIME: displays the current date, day of the week, and time from the protected
clock/calendar.

WHOAMI: displays the privilege level and account name of the currently logged in user
and the system name.

Chapter 9: Warranty

Warranty and FCC Compliance information is discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 10: Glossary

This chapter contains a Glossary of Terms.

September 12, 1988 -8-
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HIlE PRODUCT IN A TRUSTEI ENVIRONMENT

The rapid introduction of office automation products into the wvorkplacc has brought , ith it the
nc ud to, protect and control access to data stored on these systems. lnitiaily, protction was
provided solely by the individual who maintained physical possession of iis o, n data and operatirg
S\, !Cm on (diskettes. resulting in a reasonably high assurance of maintaining data. and code integrity.

T,c\\ procCdural controls isolated users, and users' data. Other security mechanisms were not
decmcd necessarv since the user was only able to inflict damage to his own data or operating system.

Thc advent of inexpensive and reliable hard disk drives introAtuced newC security implications. In a
% orkiu environment where it was common to have many users share the same vorkstation, they
no. ,Tared and stored their data on the same hard disk drive unit. In this environment, users no
longer had the assurance that their data was protected from Unauthorized access. or even Lhat the
Undcrlvine operating system had not been subverted. Procedural controls could no longer provide
the adenUate user isolation and controlled sharing necessary for this environment,

X-LOCK 50 is designed to add assurance in the protection of the shared workstation. When
configured as tested, X-LOCK 50 provides identification & authentication, and automatic
encryption. X-LOCK 50 also provides a limited amount of discretionary access control (DAC).

The identification & authentication mechanism allows control over who uses the workstation. This
is accomplished by requiring a user to enter two data points, both an identifier and a password.
1-aving this mechanism implemented in hardware rather than software allows it to function
effectively on a one state machine such as the IBM-PC/XT/AT.

Autonatic encrvption provides a method of protecting data from being read by personnel using the
same .machine but not authorized access to all data on that machine.

X-I O(K 5(0 provides some Resource Access Control in that the superuser may limit use of the hard
disk or thc computer is a whole. This is not as finely grained DAC as is traditionally associated
with ).%(' over individual files. Additionally, X-LOCK 50 can prevent users from hooting off of
the flippy disk. This prevents the running of an operating system other than the one X-LOCK 50
wa', o iiTilly set up on.

OjcCt reuse is implemented by allowing a user to dispose of a file hy first clearing the information
in it. ard then relcasing it hack to the system.

-9- September 12, 1988
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PRODUCT TESTING

Test Procedure

Testing makes up a large portion of a subsystem evaluation. The testing performed was divided
into two catagories: functional and security testing. The major features tested were Identification
and Authentication (I&A), and a limited form of Discretionary Access Control (DAC). In addition
to these major features, testing was also conducted on object reuse and file locking.

The functional testing was conducted to verify vendor claims about system capabilities. This
included following all documented instructions concerning installation and initialization
procedures. A superuser and several general users were created, and all commands available to
each were tested.

The security testing was done to determine if system features could be subverted by a general user.
Security testing included attempts at obtaining access to the system without I&A mechanisms being
used, and acquiring access to resources denied by DAC. The methods of attack made use of DOS
commands, utility programs which make BIOS calls, and the use of user device drivers. The attack
also included attempts to reset all the interrupts to the values that existed prior to installation of the
X-LOCK 50 card. Finally, an attempt was made to write to the hardware card's RAM address
space.

All tests were performed on an IBM PC/XT/AT. The hardware included a monochrome monitor,
and a floppy and hard disk drive. The software consisted of MS-DOS 3.3 operating system.

Test Results

Identification and Authentication

Testing of the I&A mechanism showed that the system did not allow a user to gain access without
first being identified and authenticated. It should be noted that another hardware card, if intialized
prior to the X-LOCK 50 card, could give control back to DOS before I&A has taken place.
Therefore, following the installation instructions and placing the X-LOCK 50 card in the first polled
slot is important in maintaining system integrity. An attempt to read the hardware card's RAM
memory with a utility program proved to be ineffective in obtaining any information necessary to
bypass the I&A mechanism. However, parts of the hardware card's ROM memory could be read

I MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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with a utili tv piigram. This allows a user to read certain ROM programs on the hardt trc ca 01
Shih h ma, al low ieversC engineering. It was also found that the authentication storage mec han i

took I pvciie password and compressed it to save storage space. This has the side effect of atll( , in,
two or more different passwords to be stored identically. This password compression tcchnliuic
will reduce the number of unique passwords by an insignificant amount. This was dccmed to havc
aI n-ligiblC effect on the security of the system.

[)i>crction\ar\' Access Control (DAC)

I).\(" teTing was accomplished by attempting to gain access to objects beyond a specitic user's
a.wcccs righ 'The testers attempted to gain illegal access to a hard disk drive, the system itselt.
anid >iLpCrusCr statIn. In addition attempts were made to boot from a floppy disk in order to h, ps,
the N- LOCK 50 card. N-LOCK 50 was successfull in preventing any breach of security except in
the pri)tcction of the hard disk. In the face of a determined attempt, when the user knovs how to
writc or use a device driver program, X-LOCK 50 is unable to prevent access to the hard disk.
I Ii)wever. it the encryption option (always encrypt floppy) is used and the system is configured as
recommended, a user can not introduce a device driver into the system. The other three DAC
mechanisms were not broken by any of the tests conducted.

ObIcCt eCuse:

X-LOCK 50 provides the user with a program to do object reuse. This program va,, tested by
creating a file of information on the hard disk and running the object reuse program on it. The file

Sas then viewed using a utility program . This showed that the file space was totally w rittcn over
by ). No residual infomation remained. As noted earlier, word processors with automatic
back -Up defeat this system of object reuse.

Lncrv ption and File Locking:

N-LOCK 50 provides three different mechanisms of encryption that can be set or reset depending
on the user type and encryption mode needed. The primary superuser can provide automatic
encryption of the hard disk through the IDCRYPT program. All superusers can set the auto-encrynt
TIMdc )t the floppy drive for individual users using the XUTIL50 menu driven program. (Once
aito cncrvpt is set it can not be reset by the general user.) The general user can set the automatic
floppy drive encryption mode through the XUTII,50 program (if the superuser has not set this mode
previ slv), le can use either a user defined key or the floppy disk master encryption key cach
time he logs onto the PC system. This mechanism of using the master floppy key for floppy drive
cncrvpti m is useful, but allows all users on the system access. On the other hand using a personal
key to encrypt the floppy disk will prevent any user from decrypting the floppy disk when using
the master floppy key.
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Another encryption mode allowing the user to enter a key which can be used to encrypt individual
files is provided. This method is implemented in the XFILE50 program and can be used in either
the hard disk or the floppy disk at any moment. In addition to the encryption, XFILE50 hides tile
file from a "dir" command in DOS. However, the hidden file can be found by the use of a utility
program. The encryption program can also reverse the process for files under the entered "key".

The strength of this encryption was not tested, but is described as using the DES encryption
algorithm.

Physical Security

X-LOCK 50 includes a lock which attaches to one of the screws that holds the cover on. This
mechanism may not prevent determined entry, but it would provide an indication of whether the
system has been tampered with.

Conclusions

X-LOCK 50 is a useful product for providing enhanced security to desktop IBM-compatible
computers. Its greatest strength is its I&A mechanism. A determined, skillful authorized user can
by-pass DAC unless floppy boots are prohibited, fullencryption is mandatory, and
compilers/assembler and utilities that make BIOS calls are not put on the system. With these
restrictions, Xlock 50 provides not just I&A but effective DAC. As long as physical security is
maintained, the security mechanisms were effective (subject to the limitations noted in this report.)
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